
HOW TO WRITE ARTICLE FOR NEWSPAPER

6 days ago How to Write a News Article. Writing a news article is different from writing other articles or informative
pieces because news articles present.

Go to the library and find background information about people, organizations, and events you intend to
cover. News articles cover the basics of current events. They cover one subject from multiple angles and are
written in a more creative, entertaining format. Most newspaper articles break down into two categories: News
articles Feature articles You will also find opinion pieces, like editorials and book and movie reviews. And,
significantly, this is not something you can read up on but it is what you generate from your own head. An
interview can be as formal or informal as you want to make it, so relax and have fun with it. Be concise and
relevant about the information you are giving in the lead. Read examples of news and feature articles from the
Scholastic Kids Press Corps. There are magazines and online news outlets that can also be targeted. You have
to tell your readers where and when this story is happening. This does not only apply to newspapers. Follow
these four rules and kick-start your freelance journalism career. Provide updated information in the first lines
following the inverted pyramid approach. This is often a restatement of the leading statement or a statement
indicating potential future developments relating to the article topic. That is why it is crucial to maintaining an
informative tone that does not show your subjectivity. Detail any events in chronological order. Other
members of the publication staff frequently write the headlines, but this will help focus your thoughts and
maybe save those other staffers some time. For editors, a freelance journalist can be an irritant and a savior all
at once. The sources: Put your sources with the information and quotes they provide, not at the bottom of each
page or the end of the story, as you would for an academic paper. You should punctuate your title using
Associated Press style guidelines, which specify, for instance, that the first word is capitalized, but, unlike
other title styles, words after the first word except for proper nouns typically aren't. If it is topical, fresh and
relevant to what the paper had in its latest issue, and it takes the story further, there is a good chance it will be
used. Expanding the key details is all about telling people how something happened. Keep your writing
unbiased and objective. To get a foot in the door of your local newspaper, a freelancer should know four
things â€” the news, the editors, the newsmakers and the follow-ups. Updated January 08, Whether you're
interested in writing for a school newspaper, fulfilling a requirement for a class, or seeking a writing job in
journalism, you'll need to write like a professional to produce a good article. Here's how you can tell the
difference between a news story and a feature story. Provide in-depth coverage on all the important aspects of
the news story. Beware of fallacies in your logic. The key to freelance journalism is to keep plugging away
with quality work so that the editor will always have time for you. She lectures and writes about study skills.
They answer the questions: who, what, where, how, and when?


